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1. Manifest
Web3 should be fun, web3 should motivate people to develop themselves.  Web3 should also 
reward those who are willing to put their hard earned SOL and trust to project founders. However, 
the reality is different.

Dozens and dozens of collections pop up every day promising insane stuff and profits to their 
community. Once the mint has been finished, the founders care about everything but their 
community. The holders are left with their worth(less) NFTs and waiting for a miracle or influencers 
shilling to sell their often illiquid NFT. 

Others run the collection for several weeks or months and then slowly leave the project as they run 
out of money from the launch and the collection itself does not make any revenue. 

Did you know that 92% of projects are flagged as inactive after just 3 months after their launch? 
What would be the solution in the hopeless situation?
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2. ViktorDAO - We Are Different
ViktorDAO is not a collection coming out of nowhere with an indecisive future and business plan 
riding on a wave of hype. ViktorDAO comes as a result of experience and countless hours of 
research, analyzing, hard working and - building.

Founded by Viktor - a Cofounder and CMO at Heavenland, ViktorDAO aims to provide everything 
that an average web 3 user would expect:

• Trust - Gained by more than year of building Heavenland
• Earn - Earn rewards just by holding your NFT
• Sustainability - ViktorDAO aims to provide services within web 3 ecosystem
• Long term value - Among others, ViktorDAO is backed by real business ensuring finance inflow 

even during bear market and crypto volatility
• Expertise - All team members are proved builders within web 3 space and managed to proved 

themselves

ViktorDAO represents a foundation that already manages and will manage services related to web 
3 but also real business. This will ensure regular inflow of funds to help ViktorDAO foundation to 
develop, grow, acquire more businesses and reward members of ViktorDAO on a regular basis.

We build a community, we build a lifestyle and a profitable foundation where every holder is an 
owner. That’s it. That’s the purpose of the whole Whitepaper that you are about to read.
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3. Revenue streams
ViktorDAO plans to offer paid web 3 services to be able to reach long term sustainability, keep 
providing professional services on a high level and reward all holders. However, we believe the key 
to success is also in diversification. Therefore ViktorDAO is also backed by real business from web 
2 which already gained first users and proved itself with enough interest to make the business a 
strong part of the ViktorDAO foundation.

Below you can find main services that ViktorDAO will focus on and manage and finally, to which 
ViktorDAO holders will have special rights and power to influence which direction the focus should 
be concentrated:

• Discord Bots
• Social Sites presence
• Web 2 business

3. 1 Discord bots
Discord is the main communication tool for NFT projects and their communities. Together with 
Twitter, it is the place where all web3 degens start their day to say “gm” and where they go to gather 
the latest news. We are developing several Discord bots to deliver the information that everyone 
in web3 aims to have. Whether it is the most hyped upcoming mint, what events are going to 
happen (collections news, conference, GEN 2 mint or airdrops) or regular NFT news, we have got 
you covered!

We plan to reach hundreds and thousands of servers to implement our bots on. Every implemented 
server brings bigger exposure, funds (as it will be a paid product) and demand for ViktorDAO and 
its NFT. All of the developed bots will be available on ViktorDAO discord and accessible for free for 
all holders on the server.

We aim to develop and keep developing Discord bots to cover all needs that users and projects 
need on their server.

We are going to start with 3 types of bots:

• Mint bot & Review
• Events bot
• NFT news

Soon enough we plan to add following bots:

• Wallet tracking bot
• Social Sentiment bot
• Smart Money flow bot
• Price alert bot

3.1.1. Mint bot & Upcoming Mint Reviews

First of the bots we are going to offer is a Mint bot. Unlike other similar bots that might already exist, 
we will use our analytics tools (read details below) to show ratings for each mint and the prediction 
how the collection would or would not be successful. We will list and analyze all upcoming listings, 
let people “upvote” their favorite mint and let the analytics data show what is worth minting and 
what is not.
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There are literally hundreds of new mints every week. Everyone wants to catch new DeGods, 
OkayBears, Blocksmith Labs or other bluechip collections and to make desired x20 or even more. 
However, how to spot the most promising projects before the others? There is currently no service, 
website or a tool that would provide independent upcoming mints reviews and that would use 
sufficient metrics to figure out which collection aspires to do well and which is doomed from the 
start.

It doesn‘t take much effort and money to buy 10, 20 or even 100,000 followers on Twitter or Discord, 
fake engagement or active chatters to look good pre-mint for people that don’t have so much time 
to check real interest of the community. 

However, how to find out which collection is worth minting or even holding long term? Sure, we 
have accounts on Twitter such as Solana Mints or NICO Mint Of The Day that list upcoming mints 
every day or do surveys to find out which collection would web 3 hustlers mint. However, as stated 
before, it does not take much effort to send traffic to win a poll or create fake interest under these 
“upcoming mints” related posts.

Alright then so how to find out what to mint, hold or avoid? Tell us finally!

ViktorDAO Metrics and tools
We are Solana NFT OGs. We know how stuff works, what hidden tricks to create hype are and how 
to effectively hide it. But you can not hide something from people who know your tricks and how 
the space works.

We have analyzed hundreds of mints, their behavior, hype creation and their launch and then post 
mint results, long term floor price behavior and others. All of these analyzed data gave us enough 
outcomes to develop effective tools which - when combined - can predict and suggest if a certain 
collection would do good or if we should rather avoid minting the collection at all. 

As you can rightfully expect, nothing in the world is 100% accurate and nothing can be precisely 
predicted and the collections can develop themselves or change their behavior before / post mint 
which can change the outcomes in the end. However, the developed tools are responsible enough 
to assure everyone profit in the long term if the strategy and advice provided by the metrics is 
followed.

Here is a list of 10 metrics we take into consideration. Each metric is capable of influencing the 
exposure, mint results and long term success of a collection. However, the

• Launchpad
• Team 
• Community vibe
• Engagement
• Botted ratio
• Mutual Followers
• Total raise ratio
• Long term sustainability
• Uniqueness
• Revenue streams 

RATINGS
Each metric has a rating 0-10 based on the outcomes and then also compared to already gathered 
data from past mints and their performance. Each metric is then valued from 0-10 (the higher the 
better1) and combined with other 9 metrics.

1 The only metrics that is an exception is “botted ratio”. If the botted ratio is “10” then the collection has no botted 
account at all. If the collection has ratio “0” then the account is full of bots.
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When all 10 metrics are combined together we get a complete ranking for the whole collection. The 
Total Ranking can be anything between 0-1. The higher the ranking, the better the collection.

We then divide the total rating into following categories

TOTAL RATING SUGGESTED ACTION

0 - 0.5 DO NOT MINT

0.51 - 0.6 Will likely not be profitable

0.61 - 0.8 Quick flip

0.81 - 1 Long term hold

Tier 1: Anything rated below 0.5 is simply not worth minting. It will likely not sell out and you would 
have a hard time to find exit liquidity and would likely sell at a huge loss. Projects here can be highly 
botted, would have low engagement and no revenue streams.

Tier 2: If a project ends up in the 2nd rating tier (0.51 - 0.6) we suggest to still avoid minting the 
project and don’t have big expectations as the demand is not high and a project doesn’t have big 
chances for even a quick flip.

Tier 3: Projects in this tier will often be projects launching on the biggest marketplaces’ launchpads. 
However, they will have some missing important incentives such as revenue streams, uniqueness 
for long term success or no revenue streams. If a project’s ranking stands rather around 0.6 - 0.69 
points, you still should be cautious as quick flip still wouldn‘t have to be possible in some cases 
and you might end up in loss. Rating closer to 0.8 is great for quick flip and might be also worth 
considering for a long term hodl.

Tier 4: GREEN LIGHT! If an upcoming project lands in Tier 4 then you are good to go. Projects here 
are great for quick flip and long term hodl as well. Projects here have everything - usually start on 
a Launchpad, have revenue streams for long term financing, experienced team and community is 
hyped and engagement is pretty strong. Enjoy your profit, frens!

To prove the credibility, we keep records in a simple excel file with ratings and stats and FP history 
where everyone can check how the predictions were successful: https://bit.ly/3rLI7bB

The stats and history will be also implemented as part of the Mint bot. However, for credibility 
purposes from the start, we decided to track the data and share them publicly.

3.1.2 Events bot

There is so much happening every day! GEN 2 mint, New airdrop for delisted NFTs, new partnership 
or a token release! You would have to be on Twitter 24/7 and do your research to be able to get all 
of the information and you would still probably miss some of them and miss out! No worries, we’ve 
got you covered!

Events bot will track all upcoming events that are happening in SOL and ETH NFT space including 
(but not limited to) following events:

• GEN 2 mints
• New partnerships
• Marketplace events (such as lowering fees to 0%)
• Airdrops
• Staking launch / update
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Events bot will focus on upcoming events and will help its receivers to find out what is about to 
happen and which collection might see FP increase or decrease. Also, users will be able to suggest 
the events that should be listed and others will be let to “upvote” the events to find out what events 
gain the biggest exposure and could have the biggest impact.

3.1.3 NFT News bot

Passed events, the most important tweets from influencers, Frank, ChartFuMonkey, Minister Of 
Nfts, Peblo and others. Marketplace news, total Solana NFT volume or new top trending collection. 
There is so much happening and so much to cover! We are here to check all the news that is 
happening and serve them directly on your server.

NFT News bot will track all news and stuff that are happening real time and post news as soon as 
they are released / once per day as a summary.

Pricing
While the developed bots will be fully implemented on ViktorDAO server and freely accessible to all 
holders, implementing the bots on other servers will not be free. 

Pricing for each bot will consists of:

• Set up fee (one time)
• Monthly subscription fee (regular)

Before the launch of V-Pass (see V-pass description below) the bot integration and service itself will 
be free. At the time of the mint, the bots will become a paid service that will bring ViktorDAO regular 
revenue. Pricing for each bot will be presented before the mint.

3.2 Social Sites presence
Social sites play a crucial role in web 3. Twitter, Discord, Youtube. These three platforms are key 
social sites for everyone who is serious about web 3. If an NFT collection aims to be well recognizable, 
successful and build a strong community, their presence on these sites is a “must”. That being said, 
project owners are willing to pay almost infinite money to get featured or mentioned by accounts 
with live communities and potential holders. It is not a an exception to pay for Giveaways, sharing 
WL spots or retweeting breaking announcements to get as much exposure as possible to get in 
front of the eyes of potential buyers.

ViktorDAO aims to provide services for (upcoming) collections that will help them to get exposure. 
The services will focus but will not be limited to:

• Giveaways
• Whitelist Giveaways / opportunities
• Twitter Space ads
• Twitter exposure (Retweets / Mentions)
• Discord WL giveaways
• Youtube reviews

Those are the services that are well known and already provided for a fee by all big influencers 
including Anglio, Solhub and others. However, ViktorDAO will never promote rugs, shady or unclear 
projects and all collaborations will be tagged as “paid ad” so the community is aware of a paid 
promotion.
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ViktorDAO team will analyze every project or a collection that would be interested in the service in 
order to avoid giving exposure to projects with bad intentions.

All payments will be transparent and will go directly to the DAO wallet and will be used in a manner 
that the DAO holders will wish.

3.3 ViktorBath & Co.
We bet you would not expect this revenue stream at all! Web3 is great, and the community is the 
best in the world. However, how to ensure that ViktorDAO brand would get as much exposure 
as possible, would be able to convert web2 masses into web3 space, would be resilient against 
crypto and NFT bear markets’ impact (during which 98% of projects run out of funds and quit) while 
assuring enough funds and continuing rewards for the Holders even during the tough times?

Web2 business is the answer. 

ViktorBath & Co. represents a skincare brand that aims to provide real products to people all around 
the world, make their health better and make them look more beautiful. To compare ViktorBath & 
Co. to other similar companies, you can imagine Dove or L`Oréal. 

The brand ViktorBath & Co. was founded in June 2022 and since then the company cooperates 
already with around 100 Airbnb hosts that are regular buyers of the products.

At first, ViktorBath & Co. focuses on three following products:

• Soap
• Hair Shampoo
• Hand cream

Later on ViktorBath & Co. will be manufacturing all kinds of skincare products based on demand of 
the users

As of now, ViktorBath & Co has several months of existence behind it and the whole company is 
owned by ViktorDAO. We already produce a limited supply of products that are currenty fully sold 
out by Airbnb Hosts and their customers every month. Later on, we plan to scale the manufacturing 
and expand to Hotels, open stores in whole Europe and run ViktorBath & Co as a standard business 
owned by ViktorDAO.

How will ViktorDAO owners profit from the ViktorBath & Co.

Exposure
• Each product will contain a QR code that will lead product customers to ViktorDAO website
• Each product will contain text stating brief intro to ViktorDAO and web3
• Each product will contain ViktorDAO logo

All of the points above have massive potential to convert millions and millions of people to web3 
and what is better - to ViktorDAO.

Partnerships
Before the rest of the world, we want to target web3 users! We will manufacture custom products 
and merch for interested parties and trustworthy collections such as DeGods, Anybodies, Blocksmith 
Labs, Heavenland or any other collection that will be interested in getting real products for their 
holders. We also want to provide free samples to Magic Eden, Solana Conferences and other events 
and parties that will give us great exposure in return.
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Each custom product will contain a collection’s logo and information that the partner would wish to 
have. However, ViktorDAO logo and QR code will remain on all products.

Rewards
ViktorBath & Co. is a business that aims to be profitable. ViktorDAO holders that will have their NFTs 
staked will receive rewards in SOL or any other liquid asset. Accurate details TBA in Discord!

ViktorBath & Co. aims not only to be a profitable business but also to show web2 people what 
web3 is and help the whole Solana Ecosystem to grow and onboard new customers. The potential 
is simply almost infinite and even a little success of ViktorBath & Co. ensures that kind of exposure 
in web2 that no NFT project was able to grab so far (except DeGods’ basketball team ownership).

How can you be so confident you will achieve your goals?

ViktorDAO and ViktorBath & Co. are founded by Viktor. Viktor is a builder that co-founded Heavenland, 
currently TOP 2 Metaverse on SOL and is advisor to successful projects in web3 including Solamids 
and others.

It would be a mistake to say that those achievements are only Viktor’s achievement as there are 
dozens of people working every day to deliver on promises that have been made and without them 
the projects and products would not be ever delivered. Whether other great co-founders namely 
John (CTO) or Thomas (CEO) but also every single person out there doing his or her best every 
single day.

Nonetheless, Viktor is one of the leading people of the projects that have been able to deliver and 
exceed any expectations. There is no doubt that under Viktor‘s management the things are being 
delivered and promises are being kept.

ViktorDAO is being created to enable everyone to be part of something big that has the potential to 
show masses what web3 is about and build brand, lifestyle and have fun at the same time.
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4. V-Pass NFT
ViktorDAO is not only a community of like-minded people who wish to succeed together. It is a 
community of web3 degens who love to identify themselves and proudly hold a digital asset allowing 
them to be part of ViktorDAO and have access to all perks and services that ViktorDAO offers.

Meet V-Pass NFT
V Pass (Victory & Viktor) Pass is an NFT launched by ViktorDAO. Each NFT will grant its owner a 
possibility to:

• Access to the Exclusive ViktorDAO Discord section and chats 
• Have Free access to discord bots developed by ViktorDAO team
• Staking
• DAO Voting
• ViktorBath & Co. rights

Rarity
There will be 4 tiers and rarities for the V Passes. Each rarity gives its holders a different discount 
for provided services. Top tier will then let its owners try out skincare products for free. See the tab 
below for all details:

Rarity Bronze Silver Gold Legendary

Probability 55% 35% 8.5% 1.5%

Full Access to all products Yes Yes Yes Yes

Products discount 5% 10% 15% 35%

Set up fee discount 3% 10% 15% 20%

DAO Voting Yes Yes Yes Yes

Staking lock up to receive rewards (days) 60 45 30 15

Free Samples from ViktorBath & Co. No No No No

Staking Rewards Yes Yes Yes Yes

Staking

Each V-Pass will be stakable. There will be no difference between each tier in terms of staking 
rewards. However, to be eligible to receive staking rewards, the holder will need to stake the NFT 
for a certain period of time. This is designed to avoid unstaking and flooring NFTs as soon as the 
staking rewards are distributed.

While Tier 4 V-Pass needs to be staked only for 15 days to start receiving rewards, Tier 3 needs 30 
days, Tier 2 45 days and finally Tier 1 needs to be staked 60 days to start receiving rewards.

As of now there is no native token planned for ViktorDAO and all staking rewards will be distributed 
in SOL. 

Staking Rewards will be distributed from Staking Pool which will be funded with (at least) 20% of 
the DAO funds every month. Accurate % from DAO funds that will be distributed to Staking Pool for 
staking rewards will be decided by DAO voting every month. However, no less than 20% and not 
more than 80% of the funds can be divided for the Pool.

Staking Rewards will be sent 1st day of every month to qualified wallets.
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DAO Voting
All holders whose NFT is not listed will be eligible to Vote in DAO. There will be at least one voting 
per month that will decide what to do with the DAO funds acquired during the last month.

Holders will also be able to propose Voting ideas in Discord dedicated channels and let other 
holders vote and discuss. If at least 5% of holders support the idea (in pre-voting) then the binding 
DAO Voting will happen no later than 14 days after the proposal has been accepted.

Each Voting will last 3 days. Results of the DAO Voting will be effective within 48 hours after the 
voting has been finished.

Regular Voting
There will be two regular DAO Votings happening from 25th - 28th of each month to decide what 
to do with funds that DAO has. 

First voting will decide how many % of the DAO assets acquired in the previous month should be 
sent to Staking Pool and distributed to holders with following options by default:

a) 20%
b) 30%
c) 50%
d) 60%
e) 80%

No less than 20% can be decided to motivate people to stake their NFTs and motivate them to be 
active and supportive to the ViktorDAO. At the same time no more than 80% of the acquired funds 
in the previous month can be distributed to active stakers to ensure enough funds will be left for 
expanding and further development of ViktorDAO.

Second voting will decide what to do with the rest of the funds. There will be 4 options by default:

a) to buy a bluechip NFT
b) use the funds for marketing and further ViktorDAO development
c) let the funds on the DAO wallet for next month
d) sweep the V-Pass floor and reduce circulating supply

ViktorBath & Co. samples
You hear it right. We are expanding, trying skincare samples of ViktorBath & Co that are being 
tested by real AirBnB hosts. What more? If you are a Legendary V-Pass holder (the rarest one) you 
will be sent a free sample of the Viktorbath & Co. products everytime there is a new product or 
limited series. First samples will be sent to holders within 7 days after the mint is finished.

Discounts for products
Each V-Pass holder receives a discount for all ViktorDAO services and products as long as he holds 
the NFT in the wallet.

As a V-Pass holder, one has free access to all Discord Bots developed by ViktorDAO on the DAO 
server as part of the exclusive assets to all of the bots. However, if a holder wishes to implement 
the bot on his own or any other server he will need to pay for it. The V-Pass will give him a discount 
for a one time set up and for a monthly fee as well.
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However, discounts are not limited to Discord Bots and services only. Same applies to real ViktorBath 
& Co. products and any other service that is going to be provided by ViktorDAO in the future.

Access to private DAO section
ViktorDAO cooperates with Top traders, Alpha hunters and OGs to be confident enough to provide 
all-in-one service for everyone who wishes to succeed in web3. Holding a V-Pass will also grant 
holders access to private DAO section including channels dedicated to:

• Trading tips
• Upcoming mint detailed reviews
• Access to Mint I Events I NFT news bot on ViktorDAO server 

This section and services will be free of charge for holders. However, ViktorDAO will then also offer 
paid subscriptions for non-holders or as a paid channel for other servers from which all holders will 
profit in the end.
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5. Financial Records
We report Financial balance of ViktorDAO every month on our Discord server. During our first 
month we managed to generate revenue of 43,05 SOL which now belongs to DAO and holders will 
decide what to do with the funds in the very first DAO voting in December.

At the time of the writing of the whitepaper, ViktorDAO is in their second month in which the 
financial report will be submitted and the revenue (currently coming from ViktorBath & Co. and 
trading service) will increase well beyond 100 SOL in the second month.

All financial records can be found on ViktorDAO Discord server.
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6. Roadmap

8/2022 
ViktorDAO 

10/2022 
Upcoming Reviews system release
Whitepaper Release
100 SOL in revenue

12/2022
V-Pass Mint 
Merch Official Release
First DAO voting
First Revenue Distribution
Bots are integrated on 50 servers
300 SOL total Revenue
25,000 Active followers on 
ViktorDAO socials

6/2022
ViktorDAO concept 

ViktorBath & Co. is founded

9/2022
ViktorDAO concept 

ViktorBath & Co. is founded

11/2022 
Mint Bot release

NFT News bot release
Events bot release

Merch pre-order
Bots are integrated on 20 servers

200 SOL in Revenue
100 SOL in revenue

1/2023
ViktorBath & Co. 1,000 regular customers

Regular 200+ SOL revenue/month
Wallet Tracking Bot release

Smartmoney bot release

2/2023
PFP collection Launch
Further Discord bot expansion
Discord bots integrated to 
Bots are integrated on 100+ servers
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6/2023
ViktorDAO is #1 Discord Bot provider
ViktorDAO is #1 influential foundation 
in Solana NFTs

12/2023
ViktorBath & Co. 10,000 regular 
customers
ViktorBath & Co. further product 
expansion 

9/2023
Copy Trading release

4/2023
Discord bots Competitors acquisition

Global reach 100k+ users with Discord 
bots

3/2023
Bots integration Expansion
NFT Incubator Release
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7. Mint Info
V-Pass launch is currently set for early December. While the supply and price is yet to be announced 
at least 7 days prior to the mint, there have been certain rules already set to assure that everyone 
will be able to join smoothly and in case of a need, to get a buyout.

Buyout & Win guaranteed mint

In case there are paperhands wishing to sell their V-Pass within 48 hours after the mint is over 
below or for a mint price, ViktorDAO will step up to sweep the NFTs. In other words, If needed, 
ViktorDAO will be sweeping all V-Passes listed below / on a mint price for 48 hours after the mint on 
Magic Eden using royalties coming from sales on the secondary market.

This will ensure everyone a guaranteed “not possible to lose” mint.

However, to prevent everyone from such behavior, all addresses that would use the “buy out” 
feature would be blacklisted and would not be able to earn staking rewards ever again within 
ViktorDAO.

The buyout guarantee is valid for 48 hours after the mint. However, DAO voting can decide to 
sweep the floor with DAO funds every month. More in “DAO Voting”.

Whitelist

V-Pass mint aims to be sold out via Whitelist only. This will ensure that only people that care about 
ViktorDAO long term success and help to spread the word and exposure will be able to acquire 
V-Pass at the very first offering with the best possible conditions.

Conditions to get whitelisted will be released on ViktorDAO Discord server.
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8. Closing thoughts
ViktorDAO is here for everyone who wishes to be actively part of web3 and get rewarded by holding 
V-Pass founded by ViktorDAO. This is not a “blank try” to find out if the solution and services offered 
by ViktorDAO would be successful. We already know that there is a huge and unfulfilled demand 
for all mentioned services in the whitepaper and ViktorDAO comes to fill the gap and let the whole 
community of holders be part of it.

We are looking forward to welcoming you in our ViktorDAO community.
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